
Looks great.
For good.



Introducing 
Ultion Sweet.
Whether your home is contemporary or
traditional, country-style or urban cool, Ultion
Sweet stays effortlessly cool.  

Ultion Sweet carries multiple coatings of
brass and nickel, ensuring it always looks
great. We guarantee that your door furniture
will still be working and looking sweet for 
20 years. 





Numbers. Rounded up.
We've made the numbers fit, without screws. 
Extra sweet.



Kerb appeal becomes
curve appeal.
Ultion Sweet's unique edgeless design rethinks
door furniture and creates long lasting beauty
with design simplicity. 

7 Colouroptions.
With chrome, gold, black, white, satin nickel, 
rose gold and new anthracite grey, there’s a
Sweet for everyone.



Protected with 
6 layers of armour.
We guarantee that your door furniture will still
be working and looking sweet for 20 years.

The six layers of armour kept Ultion Sweet
looking great after being hammered with salt
water for over 8000 hours. The accreditation
standard is only 240 hours.

Cycle test champion.
Not all door handles have their build quality
tested in a cycle test. But those that do hope to
achieve the accreditation standard of 100,000
cycles. Ultion Sweet was still opening and
closing doors after 360,000.

8000hrs - Ultion Sweet door furniture

240hrs - Normal door furniture



Double spring design

Wrap around design

Six layer coating

Thermal and 
sound insulating skins.

Point smartphone here 
to view in AR

Better news.  Multi-layer
insulated letter box.
As well as looking great the Ultion Sweet letter box
is really clever. The traditional frame and flap
design is replaced with a single wrap around
design to stop the elements creeping through the
butt joints. 

Two internal skins bring additional sound and
thermal insulation.



Knock. Knock.
The new Ultion Sweet Classic Knocker combines
timeless aesthetics with modern functionality, now
offering customers the choice between two distinct
styles - the sleek modern design or the elegant
traditional urn style.

Knockout.
The Ultion Sweet curved design ethos transforms 
the door knocker into a design statement.



Ultion 2 star handle.
Strong yet beautiful.
The only truly suited security handle.
Ultion 2 Star security handle blends perfectly
with Ultion Sweet. 

Crush resistant lock shroud

Hardened steel fixing bosses

Point smartphone here 
to view web page



Easy to handle.
Say hello to the new Ultion Sweet Easy handle. 
It guarantees stylish access for everyone whilst also
meeting DDA requirements.

The longer lever returning towards the door surface
makes the handle easier to hold and operate.

A Sweet patio handle. 
Make your home fully suited with the Ultion Sweet
Patio Handle. Its edgeless design deters intruders,
while the robust brass and nickel coatings ensure
long-lasting charm. Embrace elegance and
reliability as you upgrade your patio doors.






